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You already know the facts: Women are less likely to be offered mission-critical roles and
profile-building opportunities that drive career progression. The pay and leadership gap
remains, despite years of fighting for equality. 

The pandemic has made matters worse. According to McKinsey, women, especially
women of colour, were more likely to have been laid off or furloughed during the COVID-
19 crisis. Pressures of the “double shift” – work, plus home responsibilities – have
intensified. Now, more than 25% of women are considering downshifting their careers or
exiting the workforce entirely (McKinsey).

It’s time to act. We need to #ChooseToChallenge.

We all have a choice to make. We can challenge gender discrimination and inequality, or
we can ignore it. We can choose to celebrate women’s achievements and support each
other, or go it alone. We can actively and intentionally increase mentorship, provide
training, offer guidance and break the status quo, or we can look the other way.

At Procurious, we’ve made our choice. We #ChooseToChallenge. We
choose to challenge equality, diversity, career advancement, equal pay,
professional development, mentorship, social change, and more.

We’re celebrating International Women’s Day with the launch of our
Challengers yearbook – which profiles 11 inspiring women that are
challenging the status quo, elevating the role of women in
procurement and supply chain, and driving positive change across the
world.

Read on to see what they’re challenging, how, why, and their advice for
women in procurement and supply chain everywhere.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/women-in-the-workplace


WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
I’ve been living with imposter syndrome my entire career. From the moment I was
offered an internship at my current company, I didn’t feel qualified. Then, I doubted I
would get a full-time offer until I was holding the letter in my hands. I doubted I was
the right person for that job, too. I wasn’t going to apply for my current position
because it was two grade levels higher than my current one. Even after applying, I
didn’t think I was the top candidate. I have doubted myself every step of the way. This
is a disservice to my accomplishments and other women in our field.

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
I saw a statistic that showed women tend to not even apply for positions,
particularly those senior to their own, until they feel 100% qualified. I have
since encouraged two women colleagues to apply for positions that they
had doubts about because I knew that they would be great. I helped one
update her resume and prepare for the interview. I shared the same
statistic I had learned with them both, and they had the same reaction
I did - shock, but then understanding. I hope to continue to be a 
confidant and encouragement to other women in my organization.

CHALLENGER:

Commodity Manager, Intel Corporation
ALYSSA STRICKLAN

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
Imposter Syndrome.

I know that I am great at my job. Letting go of imposter syndrome has been
so empowering.

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR OTHER CHALLENGERS?
Give back to the next generation of supply chain professionals. Stick
up for someone else in the room. Become a mentor, impart your
knowledge, be honest about your experiences (good and maybe not
so good), and be willing to offer a helping hand.
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
Wherever you look in the world, the data shows that women are earning less and are under-
represented at senior levels compared to their male counterparts.

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
The first step towards tackling the pay gap is for both employers and employees to be
deliberate in their resolve to eradicate pay differences. We are working with Chiefs and
Heads of Procurement and Supply Chain this year and asking the question, “have you closed
the gap?” We’re also launching something even more ambitious: Bravo  – a membership
program dedicated to women in procurement and supply chain. Bravo will include
professional development events, mentoring programs, masterclasses and virtual networking. 

Our aim is to equip women with the skills, inspiration and confidence to tackle the barriers
that create inequality. As they say, you can’t be what you can’t see and as this year’s
challengers show, there are plenty of women doing extraordinary things – so let’s shine a
light on that!

Founding Chairman, Procurious

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
The gender pay gap.

You don’t get what you deserve, you get what you negotiate.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED THROUGH THIS PROCESS?
All female members of our profession need to have a clear view on their target
salary and their business case for change.  Just as we wouldn’t walk into a
procurement negotiation without a plan, so don’t do it when you’re
advocating for yourself and your future.

CHALLENGER:

TANIA SEARY
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
There’s a lot of work to be done to create an ethical and responsible supply
chain for all workers and the planet. Procurement needs to put their flag in
the dirt on this issue.

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
We have independent verifiers on the ground, every day, representing the
demands of procurement and holding industries accountable for
responsible working conditions.

CHALLENGER:

Director, Purchaser Engagement, TCO Development
CLARE HOBBY

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
Sustainability.

This work is critical to the future of our planet, our families
and our health. In so many supply chains, women are
disproportionately affected - from chemical exposure to
discrimination. As women with budget and decision-making
influence, we need to act.

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR OTHER CHALLENGERS?
Know that the voice of procurement is critical. Never stop
asking your vendors the sticky questions - and hold them
accountable. Embed sustainability in your procurement,
and always ask for independent proof of sustainability
claims. Be brave and take the first step.
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HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
By teaching thousands of women negotiation skills through masterclasses
and workshops. We’ve also started an initiative to provide vulnerable women
with free negotiation training.

CHALLENGER:

Founder, Advantage Spring
NATALIE REYNOLDS

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
Negative stereotypes about women as negotiators in commercial environments.

Social penalty is one of the biggest issues impacting women
when they negotiate. Addressing this issue is essential.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED THROUGH THIS PROCESS?
I’ve learned that ability to negotiate has nothing to do with whether 
you are male or female - but that being male or female will impact 
how you are perceived when you do it.
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
It’s been going on for so long without much progress. It's time to seize the day!

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
I’m encouraging my counterparts and the young women I mentor not to wait to be given a
seat at the table, but to seize one. They can start their own businesses. Or seek positions at
companies where Procurement has advanced to leadership roles.

CHALLENGER:

Author, Thought Leader and Speaker
JOANNA MARTINEZ

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
Procurement’s persistent lament that we need a seat at the table.

Too many women think that by doing a great job they will be recognized
and welcomed into senior leadership. But there is no reason for companies to
do that.  Give them a reason beyond great performance to make room for
you. Or make it for yourself.

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR OTHER CHALLENGERS?
There is nothing to stop you from acting like you have a seat at the table.
We’ve always heard that you should emulate the behavior of the person
in the job you want. Behave as if you are already there. Deliver value in
places that management never contemplated. Give them a reason
beyond great performance to make room for you. Or make it for
yourself.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED THROUGH THIS PROCESS?
There are lots of talented people delivering great results within every business.
Why should exceptions be made for procurement? The contribution has to be
so different, so strategic, so “outside the box” that businesses will be willing
to change the composition of their executive teams to make room for the 
procurement leader.
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
Procurement and supply chain play a really important role to get the carbon neutral
transition moving. We are involved in the sourcing. We can shift the discussions
about investing and capital and bringing the low-cost green financing that is available
to the table for our companies. The climate can’t wait.

CHALLENGER:

Managing Director, Partners in Performance
SKIPP WILLIAMSON

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
Climate emissions.

Focus on high priority issues. You can consume a lot of effort working
on the stuff that won't make a lot of difference.

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR OTHER CHALLENGERS?
To create change, reach out and ask people for help. Build alliances.
Most people will help if you make the ask. Have courage, go out,
build alliances and don't worry about the people that will say "no".
The more you ask, the more people will support you.

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
In the last six months, we have helped our clients take six million tonnes per
annum of greenhouse gas out of the atmosphere. This year, we're aiming for 60
million tonnes per annum - the equivalent of about 8 million cars off the road. On
a personal level, I regularly talk to boards and management teams to help them
understand the positive economics and why it makes sense.
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
Too often, we judge someone for their age and link "time" with experience. We should be
linking experience with successful outcomes. We are losing out on hiring the right person
because of the stigma you need to be a certain age or have certain years under your belt.

CHALLENGER:

CIPS Young Talent Award Winner 2019 & Procurement Category Manager
ASHLEIGH TURNER

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
Age bias.

The only way things change is by challenging our own self beliefs.

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR OTHER CHALLENGERS?
Reflect to see if you are holding someone back with your self beliefs and
take action to empower them and support them. Don't be the person
restricting someone else's growth and potential. Give them opportunities
to show their talents and prove their worth.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED THROUGH THIS PROCESS?
I’ve learned never to believe anyone else's perception of you. I am the only
person that knows my worth and my potential, and I need to believe in myself
that I can do whatever I set my mind to.

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
By walking the walk. In my “short time" in the procurement industry I have managed
to break down barriers by showing people that I could achieve the unachievable in
my 20's. With less than 2 years "procurement experience" under my belt I was the
first person to ever complete the Blackwoods aggregator program for industrial
consumables, and I did that in less than 12 months, when most companies work
through that in 5+ years. With this project I won the CIPS Young Talent of the Year
2019 award.
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
Because most of the failures in digital transformation and software
implementations are due to poor data quality and lack of data automation.
Having complete and quality supplier data integrated within the technology
roadmap unlocks endless value and enables digital procurement success.

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
By building the most talented, intelligent, diverse and ambitious team
of data scientists, engineers, procurement and tech experts to deliver a
solution that improves supplier data autonomously.

CHALLENGER:

CEO, tealbook
STEPHANY LAPIERRE

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
Procurement Data. 

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE TO OTHER CHALLENGERS?
Challenge the status quo and focus on enabling your organization to
be proactive and respond faster to market changes and demands of
the business.
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
My goal is to simplify the dialogue on this topic. I want to  remove any limiting
factors that might create non-inclusive and non-democratic environments for
individuals by pigeon-holing them into buckets.

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
I am role-modelling and openly speaking about the topic. Within my sphere
of influence, I am creating a safe environment where others can voice their
opinions and get the support they require to take action in their own circles
of influence.

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
The preconception of female and male behaviours.

There are only behaviours. As individuals, male or female, to display
a behaviour or not is a personal choice, which is not gender driven.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED THROUGH THIS PROCESS?
Staying authentic and true to yourself is the only sustainable avenue for
personal growth and development. I’ve learned that no challenge is too big if
you find the courage and perseverance within you to pursue it. And that the
procurement and supply chain industry, and society in general, is ready for
positive change. The appetite for change presents incredible opportunities
that we should not waste.

CHALLENGER:

APAC Procurement Director, Diageo
FRANCESCA WESTEN

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE FOR OTHER CHALLENGERS?
Never underestimate the impact you are having on your
environment and the people you touch.
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
Women in procurement and supply chain often underestimate their own
capabilities, experience and contributions at work. Many seek external
validation and others’ acknowledgement before they can own their self-worth
and value. This creates a dilemma and dependency that is unwelcome – rather,
by setting your own high standards, continuously improving yourself and having
a balanced dose of self-belief, all women can celebrate their own success story.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED THROUGH THIS PROCESS?
I came to realise that while we do gain from others’ acknowledgement
of our achievements (i.e. it reinforces our confidence), the first and
most important acknowledgement shall come from within. Afterall, with
a solid education, much training, good exposure, experience and effort
– and significant successes - we have a lot under our feet, and we can
wear that with confidence.

CHALLENGER:

Managing Director: Asia | Head of Procurement & Supply, Axis Group
RACHEL WU

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
Empowering women to embrace their own value.

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE TO OTHER CHALLENGERS?
Be confident. Do not be shy to grab bigger opportunities and
never underestimate yourself. This does not mean you should be
arrogant or aggressive. You can pace yourself as you grow and
develop – but lean forward in self-belief.

Be confident. Your value will only be fully realised and
appreciated by others after you embrace your own value and
contribution with confidence.
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WHY ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
Every day of 2020 reminded me that women HAVE to be at the heart of decisions in ALL
aspects of life. COVID was managed differently in countries where women are properly
involved in decision-making, all the way from top government down to local communities.
This was yet another example of how badly societies need gender balance. Women's place at
the table is not just a moral imperative or a political statement. It's also a pragmatic,
unquestionable necessity. My individual challenge will be to stop seeing my contribution as
part of a gender struggle: it's a simple duty to society, a piece in a vast jigsaw puzzle where
women's voices have a natural, self-evident, confident place!

HOW ARE YOU CHALLENGING THIS ISSUE?
I applied to a programme that typically attracts men, many of them senior military officers. I
wanted to explore the more "muscular" view of geopolitics, whereas I've long focused on
human rights, particularly women's access to justice in the world's most vulnerable

CHALLENGER:

Corporate Impact | Non-Executive Director | Research & Advisory
CELIA CATTELAIN

I #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE
The gender divide.

WHAT’S YOUR ADVICE TO OTHER CHALLENGERS?
The question is how we as women try to address the gender imbalance in our
lives, since we all have a different approach. Some will shout, others will gently
nudge; some will argue, others will negotiate; some do it solo, others federate
large groups, etc. Every voice deserves respect and comes from women's
individual challenges and their life experience. Find your own voice so that you
are able to advocate for yourself and for other women from a place of genuine
confidence.

Gender is one of these very acute divides and societies around the world pay
a heavy price for leaving out half of their human capital.

countries. I need to learn from these men since their views shape so much of international 
politics. I also want to bring something to their world view: an articulate, compelling
challenge to their way of thinking.
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BRAVO: THE NETWORK YOU NEED AND DESERVE
We believe every woman is capable of achieving brilliance - and
you don’t have to do it alone. That’s where Bravo comes in. Now
is the time to come together, empower each other and give
women the recognition we deserve and the support we need.
This is about being part of something that’s bigger than you. 

Whether you’re starting out in procurement, running the show
or looking for that sense of connection with like-minded
women, the Bravo community has your back. 

Together, we’ll create more opportunities to progress our
careers. We’ll establish a bedrock of certainty and support. We’ll
highlight opportunities for you to advance, share career
transforming stories and offer the tools (and the contacts) to
forge your future.

CHALLENGER:

PROCURIOUS
WE #CHOOSETOCHALLENGE:
Career Growth, Equal Opportunity and Professional Development

The best investment you can make is in yourself. But
YOU have to choose to make it. Choose to take
control, grow and invest. Choose to make a
difference. Choose to shatter the status quo.

This April, Procurious is launching Bravo, a membership
empowerment program designed for women in
procurement and supply chain. Hosted via Procurious, Bravo
will include flagship professional development events,
leadership mentoring, masterclasses that matter, virtual
networking and more.

CALLING ALL WOMEN IN
PROCUREMENT & SUPPLY CHAIN

GIVE US SOMETHING TO CHEER ABOUT!

LEARN MORE NOW

Introducing                   - Professional Development
and Mentoring for Women in Supply Chain and

Procurement

BRAVO
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